
Year 4: Rounders

Subject Specific Vocabulary Rounders Important knowledge

underarm

A short distance throw where the hand swings 

down and back, reaching behind the body, 

step forward with the opposite foot.

❑ I can catch a rounders ball using 
the correct technique. 

❑ I can send a rounders ball underarm 
and overarm with accuracy.

❑ I can strike a ball using the correct 
batting technique.

❑ I can strike a ball to a chosen 

location by changing my body 
position.

❑ I can use a long barrier to stop a 
rolling ball.

❑ I know where I need to throw the 
ball to when fielding.

❑ I can read where the batter is 
running to and know the best way 
to get them out.

❑ I know how best to get a batter out.
❑ I can use fielding techniques to 

stump a player out.
❑ I can strike a rounders ball and run 

on to a base, being aware of where 
my team-mates are.

❑ I can play different fielding positions 
(base, backstop, bowler, deep 
fielder).

❑ I can use fielding, batting and 
running techniques in a full game of 
rounders.

evaluate Make judgements.

long barrier Technique to stop a rolling ball.

first base
The first of four places you must run to after 

hitting the ball. 

backstop

A fielding position who stands in-line with the 

bowler but behind the batter to retrieve the 

ball if it is missed.

deep fielder

A fielding position who stands a distance 

behind the posts and has to catch or gather 

the ball to the nearest post.

stump out A fielder touches a base with the ball.

fundamental Important or essential activites.

second base

The base directly behind the bowler. A batter 

scores ½ a rounder if they strike the ball and 

run to this post.

half/full 

rounder
Ways of scoring in rounders.

Long barrier

Backstop
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